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We were able to stay home most of July to enjoy summer (and the heat!) in
Rhode Island. That included a minor league baseball game, a beach-front
barbecue and a few other things, seen in photos throughout this newsletter.

First a big “thank you” to my loyal readers! I am thrilled to say I am being
featured in the upcoming Photo District News as one of "The Best Workshop
Instructors." See the article. You will note three of the thirteen “top workshop
instructors” are already reviewers with our online photo critiquing system, Photo
Synesi.com

I hope you will take moment to look at a recent assignment of mine, a
multi-media piece on embroidery in India , which was just published online and in
print. Scroll down to where it says: "Visit Shamina's workshop in Mumbai."
In July, I also posted blog entries on The Wells Point titled:

•
•
•
•
•

Buying lenses for travel photography
Nostalgia, photography and pablum
Lazy Artists Rip-Off
Good Artists Borrow, Great Artists Steal, Lazy Artists Rip-Off
Computers for workshops

I also posted a new podcast in July, titled Italian, time. During our June trip to
Italy, I was captivated by many things, from the food, to the culture, to the
landscape. I made this podcast in reaction to those things and the pace of the trip
itself, which was a mix of frenetic periods interspersed with calm days.

We are also suffering a bit from what I think of as post-Italian adventure letdown

syndrome. Thankfully we plan to run the class again in June 2012. Stay tuned.

In other workshop news, my upcoming Vietnam workshop has been extended to
add day and will now run January 11th – 16th, 2012 in Hoi An, a truly spectacular
World Heritage Site. Equally spectacular, though not so far away, is the central
coast of California, where I will be for the California Photo Festival in October.
You can always find my upcoming classes on the workshops page of my site.
I hope you enjoyed my latest monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If you
know people who would be interested in getting these, please encourage them to
sign up
Thanks,
David H. Wells
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